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Review of Part-147

• RMT started on 14 August 2019
• NPA published 04 December 2023
• NPA commenting period end on 04 March 2024
• Opinion planned for Q1 2025
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RMT.0544 – ‘Review of Part-147’ Objectives

Background on fraud in maintenance 

▪ The main topic addressed in this RMT is fraud in maintenance training organisations (MTO)

▪ Fraud is a well-known issue that was subject to other measures in the past i.e. RMT.0697 

▪ The measures taken were to give the CAs more control over examinations in ‘unapproved’ locations, but were not effective

▪ MTOs that apply ‘examination only’ business models, particularly in ‘unapproved’ location outside the MSs, have been identified 
as being more prone to fraud and as the main source for this issue

Specific objectives

Fraud prevention, as well as other issues stemming from the EASA survey carried out in 2016-2017, were identified as objectives of the 
RMT:

▪ Eliminate or reduce the examination cheating and fraud within Part-147 organisations

▪ Ensure that students correctly understand the subjects taught during the training in terms of language used

▪ Enhance the consistency and improve the structure and readability of the Part-147
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RMT.0544 – ‘Review of Part-147’ Changes
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM – 147.A.110

Personnel 
requirements 

147.A.105

Training 
procedures 
147.A.130

Performance of 
training activities 

147.A.132

Record-
keeping 

147.A.125

Examination 
process

147.A.135

Privileges of the 
organisation
147.A.145

Changes to the 
organisation
147.A.150

Maintenance Training 
Organisation

Exposition (MTOE)
147.A.140

Findings and 
observations 

147.A.160

Basic training
147.A.200

BK theoretical 
examination
147.A.205

Means of 
compliance 
147.A.180
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BK practical 
assessment
147.A.210

Aircraft type 
evaluation 
147.A.400

Aircraft task 
training

147.A.500

Aircraft type 
training

147.A.300

Application for an 
organisation

certificate 
147.A.15

Subcontracting 
147.A.25

Facility 
requirements

147.A.100

Terms of approval 
and scope of work 

147.A.20
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Major 
changes

Minor 
changes

New 
requirement
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RMT.0544 –Management System

Part-147 management system 
is similar to the management 
system of the other annexes

Part-147 management system 
does not include SMS elements

The following aspect are 
different:
Safety policy → Management 
policy
Safety objectives → 
Management objectives
Risk management → Fraud 
management

MEASURES

Replacing 
Quality System 
requirements 
and expanding 
further into 
Management 
System

BENEFITS

✓ Establishing of lines of 

responsibility and 

duties of personnel

✓ Managing training 

activities more 

effectively

✓ Robust system
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RMT.0544 – Personnel requirements – Competency assessment

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Introduction of competency 
assessment requirements
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RMT.0544 – Personnel requirements - Language

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Introduction of language 
requirements for management , 
training, and compliance personnel
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RMT.0544 – Personnel requirements – Personnel authorisation

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Introduction of personnel 
authorisation requirements
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RMT.0544 – Personnel requirements – Management structure

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Management structure requirement
• Management responsibilities
• Management position requirements
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RMT.0544 – Personnel requirements – Training and compliance personnel

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Training personnel requirements (4 
categories)

• Compliance personnel requirements 
(same as for training personnel + 
other specific requirements)
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RMT.0544 – ‘Review of Part-147’ Record-keeping
KEY TAKEAWAYS

• More comprehensive requirements
• Decrease of retention period from 

‘unlimited’ to 10 years for training records
• CA access to records
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RMT.0544 – Training procedures – Contract or agreement

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Contract or agreement is required before any 
training activity is carried out
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RMT.0544 – Performance of training activities - Language

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Language requirement for students
• B2 level required
• Certificate required, attestation acceptable
• Self-declaration for native speakers
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RMT.0544 – Performance of training activities - Security

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Physical and cyber security required
• Emphasis on the security of examination 

material as it becomes available on the day 
of the examination

• Emphasis on the security of the database at 
all times
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RMT.0544 – Performance of training activities – Combating fraud

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Effectively combating and preventing 
fraud is adamant to the functioning of 
the AMTO

• Extension of oversight planning cycle 
dependent on combating fraud
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RMT.0544 – Performance of training activities – Reporting to CA

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Reporting of cheating and fraud in the 
examination process
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RMT.0544 – Performance of training activities – Activity report

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• MTOs will provide the CA with an 
activity report for the past year

• Information to be used by CA in 
oversight activities and by MSs in 
standardising training across the EU
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RMT.0544 – Examination process - Responsibilities

Assign clear responsibilityEntire process, not just 
questions

Especially for ‘unapproved’ locations

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• EM is given clear responsibility for 
the examination process.

• MTO must take into account the 
applicable conditions for compliant 
examination in the chosen facility.

• MTOs and CAs are given the 
regulatory means and guidance to 
prepare the examinations in 
‘unapproved’ locations
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RMT.0544 – Examination process – Examinations

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• GM 66.B.200 transposed into AMC in 
Part-147.
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RMT.0544 – Examination process – Allocation of examiner

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• EM is given clear oversight 
responsibility of the examiners.

• EM should assign the examiners or 
have a process in place to allocate 
them.

• MTO must ensure sufficient 
resources.

• Examiner must be authorised to 
carry out the particular type of 
examination e.g basic vs type, only 
certain modules (especially for 
academia), only certain systems

Approved examiner, with 
personnel authorisation, not 
an invigilator nor any other 
unapproved MTO employee

Assign clear responsibility
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RMT.0544 – Examination process – Set of rules

What the MTO or CA might consider obvious 
requirement or normal behaviour might not be 
perceived as such by the student. These should be 
clearly defined.

The language(s) used must ensure full understanding on 
behalf of both parties.

Open requirement in order to comply with national legislation on 
data protection. The expected document to be presented is an 
official ID card. Other official documents may be accepted e.g. 
driver’s licence.

It is not expected that the MTO retains a copy of the document 
presented on the day of the examination. However, MTOs may 
choose to define such a requirement in their procedures.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Need for a 
documented set of 
rules for the 
examination
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RMT.0544 – Examination process – Declaration of awareness

Necessary to record that the examinee understand the set of 
rules.

It should be clear in the declaration what the measures are, and 
there must be a reference to the point of the regulation so that 
examinees my search the source of such measures with ease.

Mandatory reporting of events in which the examinee is involved 
e.g. approached by another examinee or by trainer or examiner 
to receive/purchase examination material.

The MTO must encourage the examinee to report any such 
witnessed actions e.g. examinee observes an exchange of 
examination material prior to exam, or answers during the exam.

The MTO must encourage the examinee to report any such 
witnessed actions e.g. examinee observes an exchange of 
examination material prior to exam, or answers during the exam.

Similar point in the contract/agreement. The examinee may 
undertake examinations elsewhere after signing the contract with 
the MTO, so updated information is necessary before each 
examination.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Declaration of awareness before each 

exam
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RMT.0544 – Examination process – Examination plan

Increased cooperation between authorities. To be read in 
conjunction with 147.B.300(d) and (e)

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Examination plan to be submitted to the CA

• Cooperation between CAs on oversight

• Increased period of prohibition on 
examination from 12 months to 48 months

• Reporting time becomes 72 hours
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RMT.0544 – Examination process – Applicant fraudulent activities

Measure 1: accept the information as reliable and act upon it to 
prohibit the applicant from taking the exam

Measure 2: report to the CA so that appropriate measures may be 
taken against the applicant

Measure 3: inform the source (if possible) that their information is 
incorrect

Measure 4: if needed, inform the CA of the unreliable source. We 
do not want anyone with a grudge trying to cause harm, nor 
decreasing the reliability of the system

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Organisation must assess information 
regarding examinees ineligibility e.g.

• Within the prohibition period for 
examination

• Involvement in obtaining 
examination material

• Organisation must take appropriate action
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RMT.0544 – Examination process – Personnel fraudulent actions

No authority over the employment of the person, but we can ask 
that they are completely excluded from the activities of the MTO

Special measures to ensure that transitioning to another post within 
the same company, but different approval would not be possible
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RMT.0544 – Privileges of the organisation – Appendix IV

Basic training must include all 4 elements: Th training + Th 
examination and Pr training + Pr assessment

For basic training combined training and differences training are 
included in approval, if all (sub)categories are in the scope of work

Examination without training is considered part of the approval

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• BT must include all 4 elements

• BT includes combined and differences 
trainings

• BT includes examination without training
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RMT.0544 – Privileges of the organisation – Appendix IV

ATT must include all 4 
elements: Th training + Th 
examination and Pr training + Pr
assessment

For ATT combined training and 
differences training are included 
in approval, if all a/c types and 
licence categories are in the 
scope of work

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• BT must include all 4 elements

• BT includes combined and 
differences trainings
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RMT.0544 – Privileges of the organisation – Appendix IV

ATE must include all 4 elements: Th training + Th examination and 
Pr training + Pr assessment (requirements aligned with reg 
989/2023)

ATK must include all 4 elements: Th training + Th examination and 
Pr training + Pr assessment

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• ATE and ATK must include all 4 elements
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RMT.0544 – Privileges of the organisation KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Part of basic training is possible with 
conditions and limited to certain cases

• Must include all applicable training elements

Part of basic training - conditions:
• All 4 elements must be included: Th training + Th 

exam and Pr training + Pr assessment, as applicable
• Specific to a (sub)category – not random modules

Part of basic training – limitation to certain cases:
• AML extension e.g. B1.1 to B2
• Conversion to AML – training identified by the LA as necessary to obtain 

the required AML (sub)category (conversion report)
• Credits - training identified by the LA as necessary to obtain the required 

AML (sub)category (credit report)
• Special circumstances outside the control of student

• MTO loses approval
• Change of residence rendering training impossible in initial MTO
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RMT.0544 – Privileges of the organisation

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Part of aircraft type training training is 
possible with conditions 

• Must include either the theoretical or the 
practical element

• Increased flexibility for ATT

• NEW privilege: aircraft type evaluation

• NEW privilege: aircraft task training

Part of aircraft type training - conditions:
• Complete theoretical element: Th training + Th examination, or
• Complete practical element: Pr training + Pr element

Part of aircraft type training - conditions:
• Differences training
• Not to be used in conjunction with point (v)
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RMT.0544 – Privileges of the organisation - Subcontracting

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Training activities may be partially
subcontracted with conditions

BT may be subcontracted:
• Only for modules 1 to 6, 8 to 10
• Must include all 4 elements, as applicable to the modules

ATT may be subcontracted:
• Only for the theoretical element of powerplant (with the 

mention on responsibility for interface training), or
• Only for the complete practical element
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RMT.0544 – Privileges of the organisation – ‘Unapproved’ locations

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Training in ‘unapproved’ locations is 
acceptable only under certain 
conditions and for a limited number of 
times

Training activities in ‘unapproved’ locations – limitations to special cases:
• Infeasibility of using the approved facilities e.g. (temporary) loss of 

capabilities
• Supporting occasional training activities e.g. a single group of students 

in need of a one-time training on a different continent than the 
approved facilities

Training activities in ‘unapproved’ locations – conditions:
• Maximum of 3 sessions of cumulated training activities / oversight cycle
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RMT.0544 – Privileges of the organisation – Conditioned by training

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• BT examination privilege and partial 
ATT privilege conditioned by carrying 
out complete trainings

Privilege for BT examinations without training – conditions:
• Minimum of 1 basic training / 2 oversight cycles

Privilege for partial ATT – conditions:
• Minimum of 1 ATT / oversight cycle
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RMT.0544 – Basic training

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Refers back to 147.A.132 for conditions 
of delivery

• Other elements remain mostly 
unchanged

Requirement introduced with RMT.0281; paves the way for 
novelties such as CBTA; works well in the context of 
management system of AMTO and extension of oversight 
planning cycle

Refers to extension, not conversion; 
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RMT.0544 – Basic training

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Refers back to 147.A.132 for conditions 
of delivery

• Other elements remain mostly 
unchanged
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RMT.0544 – Aircraft type training

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Refers back to 147.A.132 for conditions 
of delivery

• Approval through MTOE

• Duration requirements more clear
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RMT.0544 – Basic training

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• New requirement for new privilege 
and terms of approval

• Refers back to 147.A.132 for 
conditions of delivery

• ATE shall be approved by the CA 
through the MTOE
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RMT.0544 – Basic training

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• New requirement for new privilege 
and terms of approval

• Refers back to 147.A.132 for 
conditions of delivery

• Reference to AMO requirements for 
Cat A AML
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Feedback always welcome!

Participation to the consultation is essential!

Comment period on the NPA end on 4 March 2024 – please provide your input

Please provide answers to the NPA questions
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